The rules of the 2018 Agility World Championship
The Agility World Championship will be held at the Bionutria Park in Randers from
the 3rd to the 6th October 2018
The competition will be held in accordance to the FCI-rules http://www.fci.be/en/Agility-45.html
The competition will be held as both an individual and a team competition.
Officials:
There will be three judges for the competition.
Competition:
The competition will be done on two different rings simultaneously.
The rings will be separated by plastic ring ropes.
A time schedule will be prepared by the organizer.
Friday the 5th October for all competitors in:
A1: two Agility-runs and two Jumping
A2: two Agility-runs and two Jumping
A3: two Agility-runs and two Jumping
Saturday the 6th October for all competitors in:
A1: one Agility-run and one Jumping
A2: one Agility-run and one Jumping
A3: one Agility-run and one Jumping
After this, the finale will take place for the finalists.
Individual competition:
The qualifiers for the finals are the 10 best participants from each class (A1, A2 and
A3). The finale will take place on Saturday the 6th October.
Team competition:
-Three to five competitors are required to form a national team.
-The best three competitors of each team will be taken into account.
-There will be no finale in the team competition. In case of these three participants,
all of their six runs of Friday and Saturday will be taken into account

Finale:
There will be thirty competitors in the finale - the 10 best participants from each
class (A1, A2 and A3)
The finale will be held on one of the two rings.
The award ceremony:
The award ceremony will take place in the stadium on Saturday the 6th October.
There will be prizes for:
-The individual World champion and numbers two and three
-The Team World champions and numbers two and three.
-All finalists.
Veterinary Control:
Dogs have to be presented to the veterinarian between 10:00 and 18:00 o’clock on
Wednesday the 3rd October.
The dogs must have been to the veterinary control before they will be allowed to
practice on the field.
Training days:
Training will be possible on Wednesday the 3rd October and Thursday the 4th
October. Each time will have an allotted time for training.
The secondary court will be equipped with jumps and agility modules for use in
training.
Training will be permanently supervised by the organizer, who will ensure that all
training takes place according to the regulations.
Training and Competition courts:
The competition will not be completed on the same court as is used for training. The
competition is run on the courts next to the training course. There will be clear signs
and marks where the training court and the competition court are.
The training course may only be used for the allocated period.
The court on which the competition is to be held may only be used for the
competition, so no playing, through passage or other training on it.
Violation of this will result in disqualification.
Draw/catalogue:
As the competition will be done on two different rings, there will be no drawing of
starting order.
Alternatively, a catalog will be prepared, which will be available to all participants on
Thursday, October 4, at 7 o’clock pm.

Event tents:
Each country will be allocated an area along the competition track, where there will
be the possibility of setting up a tent.
Spectators:
As a spectator there will be an opportunity to stand between the two competition
lanes and along the lanes.
With sporting greetings
The Danish Agility Committee

